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Abstract
The joint spectral radius for a bounded collection of the square matrices with complex
entries and of the same size is characterized by the trace of matrices. This characterization
allows us to give some estimates concerning the computation of the joint spectral radius.
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1. Introduction
Suppose R is a bounded collection of the square matrices with complex entries
and of the same size. LetLn DLn.R/ be the set of all products of length n of the
elements of R andL0 the identity matrix I. The joint spectral radius for R is defined
by (see [19])
.R/ VD lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln
kAk1=n; (1.1)
where k  k is an arbitrary matrix norm. The so-called generalized spectral radius is
defined by (see [8,9])
Q.R/ VD lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln
.A/1=n;
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where ./ on the right-hand side is the matrix spectral radius. Daubechies and Laga-
rias (see [8,9]) established that, for any matrix norm k  k,
sup
A2Ln
.A/1=n 6 Q.R/ 6 .R/ 6 sup
A2Ln
kAk1=n;
conjectured that, for any finite set of matrices,
.R/ D Q.R/:
This conjecture was proved by Berger and Wang [3]. Thus:
Theorem 1.1. For any finite set of matrices R; there holds
.R/ D lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln
.A/1=n: (1.2)
The finiteness conjecture (see [8,15]) asserts that, for any given finite set of ma-
trices R, there exists a finite k and a product A 2Lk.R/ such that
.R/ D .A/1=k:
This conjecture is still not settled. On the other hand, if the matrices in R can be
simultaneously upper-triangularized or simultaneously Hermitianized, then .R/ D
maxA2Rf.A/g (see [3]).
Perhaps the most important application of the concept of the joint spectral radius
is its use in cascade algorithm for wavelets with compact support (see e.g. [8]) or
subdivision algorithm for computer aided design (see e.g. [18]). Wavelets of compact
support can be constructed as a linear combination of integer translates of scaling
functions (see [5,6,13,14,16]). These functions are solutions of the two-scale dilation
equation. A typical example of two-scale dilation equation in one dimension is the
following:
’.x/ D c0’.2x/C c1’.2x − 1/C    C cm’.2x −m/; (1.3)
with
Pm
jD0 cj D 2 and cj , j D 0; : : : ;m, given real coefficients. If ’ generates a
multi-resolution, then the associated wavelet is given by (see [5])
 .x/ D
1X
jD−mC1
.−1/jc1−j’.2x − j/:
To characterize the solutions of (1.3) we write c.z/ D c0 C c1z C    C cmzm. In
case of c.z/ D .1 C z/a.z/ with a.z/ D Pm−1jD0 aj zj , we define two square matrices
A0 and A1 determined by the coefficients of a.z/ as follows:
A0 D
0
BBB@
a0 0 0    0 0
a2 a1 a0    0 0
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
0 0 0    am−1 am−2
1
CCCA
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and
A1 D
0
BBB@
a1 a0 0    0 0
a3 a2 a1    0 0
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
0 0 0    0 am−1
1
CCCA :
The following result can be found in [8] (see [8, p. 1042] and [7]).
Theorem 1.2. If the joint spectral radius given by R D fA0; A1g is less than 1; then
Eq. .1:3/ has a continuous; compactly supported solution ’.
The joint spectral radius above can also be understood as the radius of conver-
gence for some analytical function. Indeed, assuming p.z/ is a polynomial with
p.0/ D 1, it is known that the radius of convergence of f defined by
f .z/ VD
1Y
lD0
p.z2
l
/ D 1 C 1zC 2z2 C   
is lim supn! 1 jnj1=n. One can show that there holds
lim sup
n! 1
jnj1=n D .R/;
where R D fC0; C1g is constructed from the coefficients of p.z/ (see [11]). For ap-
plications of the concept of the joint spectral radius in other disciplines and the com-
putation of this radius, we refer the reader to [1,2,12,17].
In this paper, we will first show that one can also use the trace of matrices to char-
acterize the joint spectral radius. Since the trace of a product of large matrices can
be computed relatively easily compared to its spectral radius, our characterization
is superior from the computational point of view. Let tr.B/ denote the trace of the
square matrix B. It is known that tr.B/ is the sum of eigenvalues of the matrix B.
Furthermore, for two square matrices A and B one has tr.AB/ D tr.BA/. Our first
result in this paper is:
Theorem 1.3. For any finite set of matrices R; there holds
.R/ D lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln
jtr.A/j1=n:
The above theorem allows us to give some estimates of the joint spectral radius,
which in some cases lead to the exact value of the joint spectral radius (see [4]). For
simplification, in what follows we shall just discuss the case of Rwhich has only two
elements. For given fxigNiD1, let j be the coefficients of the following polynomial:
NY
iD1
.x − xi/ DV xN −
N−1X
jD0
j x
j :
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We can therefore understand these j as a solution of the following linear equation
system:
N−1X
jD0
j x
j
i D xNi ; i D 1; 2; : : : ; N: (1.4)
We then use these j to define the N  N matrix T ./ as follows:
T ./ VD
0
BBBBB@
jN−1j jN−2j    j1j j0j
1 0    0 0
0 1    0 0
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
0 0    1 0
1
CCCCCA
:
For two N N matrices A0 and A1 we write rj .A/ the jth eigenvalue of A ac-
cording to the arrangement jr1.A/j > jr2.A/j >    > jrN.A/j. Let us replace
.x1; : : : ; xN/ in (1.4) by .rk1 .A/; : : : ; rkN .A// and denote the corresponding T ./
by T .k; / with  D 0; 1, respectively. We need also the concept of similar matrices.
Two square matrices A and B are similar if there exists a nonsingular matrix C such
thatCAC−1 D B. Let us note further that under the trace operation we can write any
element fromLnnfAn0; An1g as
A
j1
1 A
i1
0 A
j2
1 A
i2
0   Ajn01 Ain00 or Aj10 Ai11 Aj20 Ai21   Ajn00 Ain01
with j; i > 1 and
Pn0
D1.j C i/ D n. Having this in mind, we now can present
our second result for the estimate of .R/ with R D fA0; A1g.
Theorem 1.4. LetA0 andA1 be diagonalizableN  N matrices andR D fA0; A1g.
Then one has
.R/ 6 inf
k>1
max
n
f.T .k;  //g1=kI lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln.k; /
jtr.A/j1=n
o
;
 D 0; 1; (1.5)
where Ln.k;  / is the subset of Ln for which the powers of the factors A are
smaller than kN. Consequently; one has
.R/ 6 inf
k>1
max
n
f.T .k;  //g1=k;  D 0; 1I lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln.k/
jtr.A/j1=n
o
;
(1.6)
where Ln.k/ Ln is defined in the following wayV in case k D 1; there is a con-
stant k0 > 0; such that for each element fromLn.1/ the number of the factorAN0 or
AN1 is at most k0 and for all other factors the powers are less than N. If k > 1; thenfor any element fromLn.k/ the powers of A0 and A1 are less than kN.
As rj .A/; j D 1; 2; : : : ; N; are eigenvalues of A there holds
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det.xI − Ak/ D
NY
jD1
.x − rkj .A//:
Thus, the j in (1.4) with respect to rkj .A/ can be simply calculated. We obtain for
example jN−1j D jtr.Ak/j and j0j D jdet.A/jk . Moreover, for some CN > 1 one
has the following estimate:
jN−j j 6 CNkj .A/; j D 1; 2; : : : ; N:
To estimate the spectral radius of T .k; /, let us replace jN−j j in T .k; / by j .Ak/.
In this way we obtain a matrix B. It is clear that T .k; / 6 CNB and T .k; / is
nonnegative. Thus, the Perron–Frobenius Theorem (see e.g. [10]) implies
.T .k; // 6 CN.B/:
On the other hand, as
det.xI − B/ D −fN.Ak/C xN−1.Ak/C    C xN−1.Ak/g C xN;
we conclude that, for some c > 1, the function det.xI − B/ has no real zeros if
x > c.Ak/. In particular, any nonnegative zero x0 of the function det.xI − B/
must satisfy x0 6 c.Ak/: Therefore, it follows from the above inequalities and the
Perron–Frobenius Theorem that, for some constant C > 1 independent of k, one has
.T .k; // 6 Ck.A/: (1.7)
Let us observe that, if
sup
iCj>1
1=.iCj/.Ai0A
j
1/ 6D maxf.A0/; .A1/g;
then by (1.7) there is some k0 such that for all k > k0
maxf1=k.T .k; 0//; 1=k.T .k; 1//g < .R/:
Hence, to calculate .R/ one only needs consider the products for which the powers
of A0 and A1 are less than k0N . In particular, if A0 and A1 have real entries and
N D 2, then det.A0/ < 0 and det.A1/ < 0 imply
.R/ D maxf.A0/; .A1/;
p
.A0A1/g: (1.8)
Indeed, simple computation shows that .T .1;  // D .A /. Thus, it follows from
(1.6) and Theorem 1.3 that
.R/ D maxf.A0/; .A1/; lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln.1/
jtr.A/j1=ng:
By the definition ofLn.1/ we conclude that
lim sup
n!1
sup
A2Ln.1/
jtr.A/j1=n D p.A0A1/;
which yields (1.8).
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2. Proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4
Let us first prove the following auxiliary result.
Lemma 2.1. For any N > 1 and ’j > 0; j D 1; 2; : : : ; N; there holds
lim sup
k! 1

NX
jD1
exp.2pk’j i/
 D N:
Proof. We may assume 0 6 ’j 6 1. Moreover, if ’N is irrational, then the contin-
ued fraction approximation process tells us that there exist integers p and q such
that ’N − pq
 6 1q2
and q < qC1. It is clear that the above still holds if ’N is rational. Thus, for 1 6
m 6 pq , one has
j exp.2p’Nqmi/− exp.2ppmi/j 6 2pp
q
;
which yields
NX
jD1
exp.2pqm’j i/
 >
1 C
N−1X
jD1
exp.2pm’jq i/
 −
2pp
q
:
On the other hand, let f’jq g VD ’jq − T’jq U, where T’jq U is the integer part of
’jq . Thus there exists some subsequence of  so that f’jq g ! ’0j for some 0 6
’0j 6 1 and all j D 1; 2; : : : ; N − 1. We conclude therefore the following estimate:
lim sup
 ! 1

NX
jD1
exp.2pqm’j i/
 >
1 C
N−1X
jD1
exp.2pm’0j i/
 8m 2 N:
In other words, we have for some 0 6 ’0j 6 1
lim sup
k! 1

NX
jD1
exp.2pk’j i/
 > lim supm! 1
1 C
N−1X
jD1
exp.2pm’0j i/
 :
Repeating this process N − 1 times, we obtain
lim sup
k! 1

NX
jD1
exp.2pk’j i/
 > N:
Obviously, there holds
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lim sup
k! 1

NX
jD1
exp.2pk’j i/
 6 N:
The last two inequalities imply the assertion of this lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let N be the size of the matrices in R. Denote for the
moment by r1; r2; : : : ; rN the eigenvalues of a productA 2Lk . Hence
jtr.A/j D jr1 C    C rN j 6 N.A/;
which yields
lim sup
k! 1
sup
A2Lk
jtr.A/j1=k6 lim sup
k! 1

N sup
A2Lk
.A/
1=k
(2.1)
D.R/:
Assuming now QA 2Lk and . QA/DsupA2Lk .A/, jr1jD. QA/, jr1j > jr2j >    >
jrN j, there exists some N > v > 1 with jrj j D . QA/ for j D 1; : : : ; v and jrj j <
. QA/ for j > v. We may write rj D jrj j exp.2p’j i/: Lemma 2.1 tells us that there
exists some nk satisfying
vX
jD1
exp.2p’jnki/
 >
1
2
and
jtr. QAnk /jD rnk1 C    C rnkN 
D
jr1j
nk
vX
jD1
exp.2p’jnki/C r 0
 ;
where jr 0j 6 jr1jnk =4, which implies
jtr. QAnk /j > 1
4
. QA/nk :
Therefore,
lim sup
k! 1
sup
A2Lk
jtr.A/j1=k> lim sup
k! 1
sup
A2Lk

1
4
.A/
1=k
(2.2)
D.R/:
The assertion of Theorem 1.3 follows from (2.1) and (2.2). 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let us prove (1.5) with  D 0 and (1.6). We note first that
the trace operation is commutative, i.e.,
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tr.AB/ D tr.BA/:
Let An satisfy
jtr.An/j D max
A2Ln
jtr.A/j: (2.3)
Clearly, we may assume thatAn 62 fAn0; An1g. Otherwise, one has .R/Dmaxf.A0/;
.A1/g. WithAn D An ; the argument below shows that .A / 6 1=k.T .k;  // (see
(2.7)). Now, we can write this An under the trace operation as
An D Aj11 Ai10 Aj21 Ai20   A
jn0
1 A
in0
0 (2.4)
with j; i > 1 and
Pn0
D1.j C i/ D n. Hence, for fixed k0 > 1 we can rewrite such
An as
An D B1Ak0j1Ci00   BAk0jCi0 ;
where B are some products of A0 and A
 0
1 with  < k0N and 
0 > 1, and their first
and last factors are A
0
1
1 and A
 02
1 , respectively. Moreover, there hold 0 6 i < k0 and
N 6 j: Let us denote further tr.An/ by tr0.An/. An−k0m is defined in the following
way. Assume
An−k0.m−1/ D B1Ak0.j1−u1/Ci00   BAk0.j−u /Ci0 ;
where 0 6 ul 6 jl , l D 1; 2; : : : ;  and u1 C    C u D m− 1. Then
An−k0m D B1Ak0.j1−u1−w1/Ci00   BAk0.j−u−w1/Ci0
such that wl > 0, w1 C    Cw D 1 and ul Cwl 6 jl . Furthermore, jtr.An−k0m/j
is maximal among all choices of wl . The trace for these An−k0m will be denoted
by tr0.An−k0m/. We notice that if there is no factor A
k0j
0 with j > N in the product
An−k0m0 , then this is true for An−k0m with m > m0. Later we will use this fact.
To verify (1.5) for  D 0, let us note that, by the assumption, the matrix A0 is
similar to a diagonal matrix. Thus there exists a regular matrix C such that A0 D
CD0C−1, where D0 D diag.r1.A0/; r2.A0/; : : : ; rN .A0//. Hence, there are some
j , j D 1; 2; : : : ; N , such that
N−1X
jD0
j r
k0j
i .A0/ D rk0Ni .A0/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; N: (2.5)
On the other hand, because of the commutativity of the trace operation we may
write tr.An/ D tr. QAn0Dk0N0 /: We conclude for some bi , i D 1; 2; : : : ; N , which are
the diagonal elements of QAn0 :
tr.An/D
NX
iD1
bir
k0N
i .A0/
D
NX
iD1
bi
N−1X
jD0
j r
k0j
i .A0/
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D
N−1X
jD0
j tr. QAn0Dk0j0 /:
Thus, we conclude by using tr0.An−k0m/:
jtr0.An/j6
N−1X
jD0
jj j jtr0.An−Nk0Ck0j /j
D
NX
jD1
jN−j j jtr0.An−k0j /j:
With help of the matrix T .k0; 0/ we can rewrite the above inequality as0
BBB@
jtr0.An/j
jtr0.An−k0/j
:::
jtr0.An−.N−1/k0/j
1
CCCA 6 T .k0; 0/
0
BBB@
jtr0.An−k0/j
jtr0.An−2k0/j
:::
jtr0.An−Nk0 /j
1
CCCA :
Therefore, if there is factor Ak0j0 with j > N in An−k0 ; we can repeat the above
process to obtain0
BBB@
jtr0.An/j
jtr0.An−k0/j
:::
jtr0.An−.N−1/k0/j
1
CCCA 6 T 2.k0; 0/
0
BBB@
jtr0.An−2k0/jjtr0.An−3k0/j
:::
jtr0.An−.NC1/k0/j
1
CCCA :
In this way we get for some n0:0
BBB@
jtr0.An/j
jtr0.An−k0/j
:::
jtr0.An−.N−1/k0/j
1
CCCA 6 T n0.k0; 0/
0
BBB@
jtr0.An−n0k0/j
jtr0.An−.n0C1/k0/j
:::
jtr0.An−.n0CN−1/k0/j
1
CCCA ;
where n0 is such that the productAn−n0k0 has no factorA
k0j
0 with j > N . Therefore,
for the matrix 1-norm k  k there holds
jtr0.An/j6kT n0.k0; 0/k maxfjtr0.An−n0k0−lk0/j; l D 0; 1; : : : ; N − 1g
DkT n0.k0; 0/k  jtr.A Qn/j;
where Qn satisfies n− n0k0 − k0.N − 1/ 6 Qn 6 n− n0k0. We remember that
lim sup
n! 1
jtr0.An/j1=n D .R/: (2.6)
Hence, there is some subsequence of fng (say fnlg) such that
lim
l! 1 jtr0.Anl /j
1=.nl/ D .R/:
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Thus, we may assume that n D nl . If now lim supn! 1 n0=n 6D 0, then there is some
subsequence of fn0k0=ng which converges to γ1 2 .0; 1U. On the other hand, as . QnC
n0k0/=n ! 1 we conclude from Theorem 1.3 and (2.6) that, for this γ1 and γ2 D
1 − γ1 there holds
.R/ 6 γ1=k0.T .k0; 0// ..R//γ2
or
.R/ 6 1=k0.T .k0; 0//: (2.7)
If however lim supn! 1 n0=n D 0, then
.R/ D lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln.k0;0/
jtr.A/j1=n: (2.8)
We conclude that
.R/ 6 maxf1=k0.T .k0; 0//; lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln.k0;0/
jtr.A/j1=ng;
which implies (1.5) with  D 0, as the left-hand side of this inequality does not
depend on k0. It remains to verify (1.6). We notice that (1.5) implies that, if
.R/ > 1=k.T .k; u//; u D 0; 1; (2.9)
then one has (see (2.7))
.R/ D lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln.k;u/
jtr.A/j1=n; u D 0; 1:
Hence, we obtain a sequence of Anl 2Lnl .k; 0/nfAnl0 ; Anl1 g such that
.R/ D lim
l! 1 jtr.Anl /j
1=nl :
In what follows, we will show that we can choose Anl to be inLnl .k/. Assum-
ing Anl 2Lnl .k; 0/nfAnl0 ; Anl1 g is not in Lnl .k/, we can write Anl under the trace
operation as
Anl D B1Av10 Akj1Ci11   BAv0 AkjCi1 ; (2.10)
where Bp 2Lmp.k/ for some mp > 0, and in case mp 6D 0 their first factors are
A
p
0 for some p > 1. Moreover, jp > N . We notice further that asAnl 2Lnl .k; 0/
all numbers vp and p satisfy 1 6 vp; p < kN . On the other hand, the approach
in the proof of (1.5) tells us that with help of T .k; 1/ we can decrease the powers
kjp C ip, p D 1; 2; : : : ;  . Thus, there exist n01 and A Qn1 such that
jtr.Anl /j 6 kT n
0
1.k; 1/k  jtr.A Qn1/j;
where Qn1 satisfies nl − n01k − k.N − 1/ 6 Qn1 6 nl − n01k and A Qn1 has the form
A Qn1 D B1Av10 A
j 01
1   BAv0 Aj
0

1 (2.11)
with 0 6 j 0p < kN: Let  0 be the number of j 0p D 0. Then  0 6 : Hence, under the
trace operation we can rewrite A Qn1 as
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A Qn1 D B 01A
v01
1 A
k Qj1Ci01
0   B 01A
v01
1 A
k Qj1Ci01
0
with 1 6  0, 1 6 v0p; i 0p < kN , kN 6 k Qjp C i 0p < 2kN and B 0p 2Lm0p .k/ with the
first factor A
0p
1 for some 
0
p > 1 in case m0p 6D 0. In what follows, we shall use
T .k; 0/ to decrease the powers k Qjp C i 0p. We get in this way n02, A Qn2 and
jtr.Anl /j 6 kT n
0
1.k; 1/k  kT n02.k; 0/k  jtr.A Qn2/j;
where Qn2 satisfies Qn1 − kn02 − k.N − 1/ 6 Qn2 6 Qn1 − kn02 and
A Qn2 D B 01A
v01
1 A
Qj 01
0   B 01A
v01
1 A
k Qj 01
0 (2.12)
with 0 6 Qj 0p < kN: The construction of A Qn1 implies 1 6 n02 6 2N1. We obtain
therefore three sequences fig, fn0ig and fA Qn0i g such that i−1 6 n0i 6 2Ni−1 and
i 6 i−1. Futhermore,
jtr.Anl /j 6
iY
pD1
kT n02p−1.k; 1/k 
iY
qD1
kT n02q .k; 0/k  jtr.A Qn2i /j
8i 2 N: (2.13)
Obviously, for any  > 0, there exists M > 0 such that
max
D0;1 kT
m.k; /k 6

max
D0;1.T .k; //C 
m
8m > M:
Let us choose the largest i (say i0) so that 2i0 > M . Thus
jtr.Anl /j6
i0Y
pD1
kT n02p−1.k; 1/k 
i0Y
qD1
kT n02q .k; 0/k  jtr.A Qn2i0 /j
6

max
D0;1.T .k; //C 
P2i0
pD1 n0p  jtr.A Qn2i0 /j:
The estimate (2.9) tells us that we may assume
max
D0;1
.T .k; //C  < k.R/:
Hence, lim supl! 1.
P2i0
pD1 n0p/=nl D 0: Indeed, if the limits were not 0, we would
have k.R/ 6 maxD0;1 .T .k; //C  (see the proof of (2.7)). We notice thatA Qn2i0
has the form (2.10) and the corresponding  (say  0) is bounded by M. Furthermore,
the numbers kjp C ip satisfy kN 6 kjp C ip < 2kN: On the other hand, the linear
system
N−1X
iD0
yir
i
j .A1/ D rkjpCip−1j .A1/; j D 1; 2; : : : ; N;
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is solvable. Thus, we can decrease the power kj 0 C i 0 to some 1 6 q 0 6 N in the
following way: first we can writeA Qn2i0 under the trace operation asCD
kj 0Ci 0
1 , where
D1 D diag.r1.A1/; : : : ; rN .A1//. Secondly, using the solution .y0; : : : ; yN−1/ with
p D  0, we obtain
tr.A Qn2i0 /D tr.CD
kj 0 Ci 0
1 /
D
NX
jD1
bj r
kj 0Ci 0
j .A1/
D
NX
jD1
bj
N−1X
iD0
yir
iC1
j .A1/
D
N−1X
iD0
yi tr.CDiC11 /:
We deduce for some constant C 0 the estimate
jtr..A Qn2i0 /j 6 C 0 jtr.B1A
v1
0 A
kj1Ci1
1   B 0Av 00 Aq 01 /j:
In this way, we replace the powers kjp C ip, p D 1; 2; : : : ;  0 by 1 6 qp 6 N to
obtain, for some constant C, the inequality
jtr..A Qn2i0 /j 6 Cjtr.B1A
v1
0 A
q1
1   B 0Av 00 Aq 01 /j:
It is clear that the matrix B1Av10 A
q1
1   B 0Av 00 Aq 01 belongs toLn0 .k/ for some n0.
In case k D 1; we may choose k0 to be the number M, since there are at most  0
numbers of qp which is equal to N. Therefore, we have
jtr.Anl /j1=nl 6C1=nl

max
D0;1
.T .k; //C 
1=nl P2i0pD1 n0p


max
A2Ln0 .k/
jtr.A/j
1=nl
:
Now, as lim supl! 1.
P2i0
pD1 n0p/=nl D 0 and lim supl! 1 nl=n0 D 1, the last inequal-
ity implies
lim
l! 1 jtr.Anl /j
1=nl 6 lim sup
n! 1

max
A2Ln.k/
jtr.A/j
1=n
:
We conclude from (2.9) that
.R/ D lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln.k/
jtr.A/j1=n:
Thus,
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.R/ 6 max
n
1=k.T .k; //;  D 0; 1I lim sup
n! 1
sup
A2Ln.k/
jtr.A/j1=n
o
:
The assertion (1.6) follows from this estimate. 
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